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The Idea of excess potential is useful in applying the process
of separating a certain kind of ions at unattackable cathodes.
For reduction it has up to the present only been proved for
hydrogen; it is nevertheless possible that the separation poten-
tial of every ion changes with the nature of the electrode,
.since the opportunity for the reaction of discharged ions being
catalytically influenced to form stable molecules is always
present. E. Miiller 1 and Coehn 2 have shown that the excess
potential phenomenon also occurs in anodic processes.
The generally disseminated idea, however, that the excess
potential of hydrogen also plays a part in the case of attackable
•cathodes is untenable. With metals which furnish reducing
ions—and each cation is capable of reducing—hydrogen does
not take part, or at least plays only a secondary role. The
specific reducing actions of copper, zinc, tin, and lead cathodes
.are not to be explained by the excess potential of hydrogen,
Since attackability is also a function of the electrolyte, the
rule of excess voltage may be applicable in one case and not
in another. For example, Tafel3 could explain the strong
reducing action of a lead cathode in sulphuric-acid solution
by the high excess potential of the lead, while the same metal
is attackable in alkaline electrolytes and yields reducing ions,
whereby the hydrogen action seems excluded.4
c. Concerning Substances Reducible with Difficulty.
Besides the discussion on the strong depolarizers thus far
•considered, it will be well to make a few special remarks on
substances reducible with difficulty. The insight into the theo-
retical relations here existing has not yet been cleared up, and
is much more difficult than in the ease of the substances which
consume practically all the cations which are discharged.
However, it is not at all necessary to add special views to
those already generally developed. They suffice for the present
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